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Abstract

The Parikh matrix mapping allows us to describe words using matrices. Whilst compact, this

description comes with a level of ambiguity since a single matrix may describe multiple words. In

this paper, we investigate how considering the Parikh matrices of various transformations of a given

word can decrease that ambiguity. More specifically, for any word, we study the Parikh matrix of its

projection to a smaller alphabet as well as that of its Lyndon conjugate. Our results demonstrate

that ambiguity can often be reduced using these concepts, and we give conditions on when they

succeed.

1. Introduction1

Parikh vectors [1] are a well established and thoroughly investigated way to represent the number2

of occurrences of letters in a sequence of symbols (or word). While they are easily computed and3

guaranteed to be logarithmic in the size of the word they represent, they are inevitably ambiguous;4

that is, as soon as words consist of at least two different letters, multiple words share the same5

Parikh vector.6

Parikh matrices [2] are an extension of Parikh vectors that reduce this ambiguity. To this end,7

they do not only contain the frequency of the individual letters in the word, but they also include8

the numbers of some of its (scattered) subwords, namely of all those subwords which consist of a9

consecutive sequence of distinct letters that follow some fixed order on the underlying alphabet.10

For example, if we consider a word over the alphabet {a, b, c} and the common lexicographical order11

on this alphabet, then its Parikh matrix contains the frequencies of a, b and c (which corresponds12
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to the information held by the word’s Parikh vector) as well as the numbers of occurrences of the13

subwords ab, bc and abc. Such a matrix still has the same asymptotic compactness as a Parikh14

vector, but it is associated to a significantly smaller number of words. For example, while the words15

v = abba and w = aabb share a common Parikh vector, they have different Parikh matrices, as v16

contains two occurrences of the subword ab, whereas w has four of them. However, the additional17

information included in Parikh matrices does not normally remove their ambiguity entirely: for18

instance, the word v′ = baab has the same number of occurrences of a, b and ab as the word v19

introduced above, and therefore shares a common Parikh matrix with v.20

A substantial part of the literature on the Parikh matrix mapping investigates this remaining21

ambiguity. A major focus of the related research is the study of refined versions of Parikh matrices22

that would render the mapping from a word less ambiguous or potentially even injective [3–9], for23

example through the use of polynomials or various extensions of the mapping. Due to the significant24

combinatorial complexity of the subject, most such attempts (as well as findings on basic Parikh25

matrices) are specific to words over binary [10–14] or ternary [15–18] alphabets, leaving alphabets26

of size greater than three relatively unexplored.27

In terms of reducing the ambiguity of the Parikh matrix of a given word, the authors of [2, 12]28

gather more information about the specific word by altering the order of the alphabet, known as the29

dual order. In [12] they also consider the Parikh matrix of the reverse image of the word. Hence,30

these approaches either modify the alphabet or the word itself, and they study to which extent the31

ambiguity of the resulting Parikh matrix can be reduced through these changes. In the present32

paper, we pursue a similar avenue, but we alter the word more radically. Our approach yields two33

new concepts, namely the P-Parikh matrices and L-Parikh matrices, and we demonstrate that they34

effectively reduce the ambiguity of the Parikh matrix mapping in most cases.35

In the P-Parikh matrix mapping, we apply a projection morphism to the given word, i. e., we36

delete selected letters from it and consider the Parikh matrix of the resulting word over the reduced37

alphabet. This represents a particular case of the extended mapping introduced in [9]. For example,38

if we consider the words abcaabaac and abacabcaa, then it can be easily verified that they share39

the same number of letters and subwords ab, bc and abc, rendering their Parikh matrices identical40

and therefore ambiguous. However, the P-Parikh matrices associated to them with respect to the41

alphabet {a, c} include the number of subwords ac, which is 6 in the former, but only 5 in the latter42

of the words. Hence, there exist P-Parikh matrices not shared by the words.43
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We show that, using P-Parikh matrices, we can reduce the ambiguity of the vast majority of44

words. We also explore when P-Parikh matrices are ineffective, and we provide insights into the45

types of words that cannot be uniquely described by a P-Parikh matrix.46

Since P-Parikh matrices are defined for a subset of the initial alphabet, they prove inadequate47

when dealing with binary alphabets. We therefore consider an alternative transformation of words:48

the Lyndon conjugate, first introduced in [19], which is defined as the lexicographically smallest49

circular rotation of a word. Lyndon conjugates have previously been used as a tool for ambiguity50

reduction. In [14], the authors define the Lyndon image of a Parikh matrix as the lexicographically51

smallest word describing such a matrix. Hence every Parikh matrix has exactly one distinct Lyndon52

image, which therefore allows each Parikh matrix to be described uniquely. In the context of this53

paper, we use the Lyndon conjugate differently, i. e., we consider the Parikh matrix of the Lyndon54

conjugate of a word, and we call the resulting matrix the L-Parikh matrix of the original word.55

If we consider the Parikh matrix of the Lyndon conjugates of the two previously given words,56

then we can observe that aabaacabc has 7 occurrences of ab, whereas aaabacabc has 8, making57

their Parikh matrices different. Hence, the ambiguity of their Parikh matrix can be reduced using58

L-Parikh matrices.59

While L-Parikh matrices are a useful concept for any alphabet size, we focus on the cases where60

they reduce ambiguity in the binary alphabet and show that this happens for most words over61

such alphabets. We give specific conditions of when L-Parikh matrices do not help to reduce the62

ambiguity of the given word, and investigate the words for which these criteria apply. This leads us63

to our main result of the paper, a characterisation of words whose ambiguity can be reduced using64

L-Parikh matrices.65

Our paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we present some basic definitions and notions,66

including some basic properties of Parikh matrices. Section 3 examines the first of the two notions we67

introduce, the P-Parikh matrix, establishing conditions for when it can or cannot achieve ambiguity68

reduction. In Section 4, we study equivalent questions for L-Parikh matrices, largely focusing on69

binary alphabets where appropriate. We end our paper with conclusions as well as directions for70

future work.71
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2. Preliminaries72

It is assumed the reader is familiar with the basics of combinatorics on words. If needed, [20]73

can be consulted. Throughout this paper, N refers to the set of natural numbers starting with 1.74

We refer to a string of arbitrary letters as a word which is formed by the concatenation of letters.75

The set of all letters used to create our words is called an alphabet. We represent an ordered alphabet76

as Σk = {a1 < a2 < · · · < ak}, where k ∈ N is the size of the alphabet, and by convention ai is the77

ith letter in the Latin alphabet. Whenever the alphabet size is irrelevant or understood, we omit78

this from notation, using only Σ. All alphabets referred to in this paper have an order imposed on79

them. The Kleene star, denoted ∗, is the operation that, once applied to a given alphabet, generates80

the set of all finite words that result from concatenating any letters from that alphabet.81

We denote the concatenation of two words u and v as uv. The length of a word is the total82

number of, not necessarily distinct, letters it contains and the empty word, of length zero, is referred83

to as ε. If we wish to consider the ith letter in a word w, then we use the notation w[i].84

The reversal of a word w = w[1]w[2] · · ·w[m], where w[i] ∈ Σ for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, is denoted85

rev(w) and defined as rev(w) = w[m]w[m − 1] · · ·w[1]. We say that v is a factor of w if and86

only if w can be written as w = w1vw2 for some w1, w2 ∈ Σ∗. If w1 = ε, then we also call87

v a prefix of w, and if w2 = ε, then v is a suffix of w. A word u = u[1]u[2] · · ·u[m], where88

u[1], u[2] . . . , u[m] ∈ Σ, is a subword of a word v if there exists factors v0, v1, . . . , vm ∈ Σ∗ such that89

v = v0u[1]v1u[2] · · · vm−1u[m]vm. We use |v|u to denote the number of distinct occurrences of u90

as a subword in v. We say that a word u ∈ Σ∗ is lexicographically smaller than a word v ∈ Σ∗,91

denoted u <lex v, if u 6= v and either u is a prefix of v or, for the smallest i satisfying u[i] 6= v[i],92

the letter u[i] precedes the letter v[i] in the order on Σ.93

The Parikh vector [1] associated with a word w is obtained through a mapping φ : Σ∗ → Nk,94

defined as φ(w) = [|w|a1
, |w|a2

, . . . , |w|ak
]. For a matrix M of size k × k, the j-diagonal is defined95

as all elements of M that are in the position Mi,i+j , for i = 1, 2, . . . , k − j.96

We now give the definition of a Parikh matrix, followed by the method by which a Parikh matrix97

may also be calculated.98

Definition 1 ([2]). Let Mk+1 denote the set of all square matrices of size (k + 1)× (k + 1), where99

k is the size of the ordered alphabet Σ = a1 < a2 < · · · < ak. The Parikh matrix mapping is100

the morphism Ψ : Σ∗ → Mk+1, defined as follows. For aq ∈ Σ with q representing where in the101
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ordered alphabet the letter lies, if Ψ(aq) = (mi,j)1≤i,j≤k+1, then for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1, mi,i = 1,102

mq,q+1 = 1, and all other elements of the matrix Ψ(aq) are zero.103

A word is associated with a matrix, called its Parikh matrix, if the matrix is obtained from that104

word following the process. Let w ∈ Σ∗k. The Parikh matrix, denoted Ψ(w), that w is associated105

with has size (k + 1)× (k + 1). The diagonal of the matrix is populated with 1’s and all elements106

below it are 0. The count of all subwords that consist of consecutive letters in Σk and are of length107

n in the word are found, lexicographically ordered, on the n-diagonal, for 1 ≤ n ≤ k. Observe that108

when a Parikh matrix is calculated in this way, the Parikh vector is found on the 1-diagonal of the109

corresponding matrix. This concept is encapsulated in the following Theorem.110

Theorem 2 ([21]). Let Σ = {a1 < a2 < · · · < ak} be an ordered alphabet, where k ≥ 1, and111

assume that w ∈ Σ∗. The matrix Ψ(w) has the following properties:112

1. mi,j = 0, for all 1 ≤ j < i ≤ (k + 1);113

2. mi,i = 1, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ (k + 1);114

3. mi,j = |w|u where u = aiai+1 . . . aj−2aj−1, for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ (k + 1).115

We shall illustrate Definition 1 in Example 3 below.116

One notion we introduce in this paper relies on a change in alphabet. As such, to emphasise the117

alphabet Σ used for obtaining a Parikh matrix, we write ΨΣ(w). If no confusion arises, we shall118

omit the alphabet from the notation, in favour of legibility, and write Ψ(w).119

We say that a Parikh matrix describes a word if the word is associated to the matrix. Notice that120

due to the associativity of matrix multiplication, the Parikh matrix of a word can be constructed121

from the Parikh matrices of its factors. For a word w = u1u2, we have ΨΣn(w) = ΨΣn(u1)ΨΣn(u2).122

Example 3. Consider the word w = abcda defined over the alphabet Σ4 = {a < b < c < d}. Then

by definition our Parikh matrix is of size 5× 5 and we have

Ψ(abcda) = Ψ(a) ·Ψ(b) ·Ψ(c) ·Ψ(d) ·Ψ(a)

=

(
1 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

)
·

(
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

)
·

(
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

)
·

(
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1

)
·

(
1 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

)
=

(
1 2 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1

)
/

For the rest of this work we refine our notation for a Parikh matrix where we remove the elements123

not depending on the associated word. By definition, a Parikh matrix is an upper triangular matrix124
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with 1’s on the diagonal and zeroes underneath, regardless of the word described. For aesthetics,125

removing the redundant part leaves us with a triangular structure that holds the same information126

as the original matrix. Thus, we shall represent the Parikh matrix from Example 3 as127

Ψ(abcda) =

〈
2 1 1 1

1 1 1
1 1

1

〉
.

We say that two words w and w′ are conjugates if we can write w = uv and w′ = vu. For a128

word w, the conjugacy class of w, denoted C(w), is the class of all of its possible conjugates. A129

conjugacy class is associated to a certain Parikh matrix if at least one word belonging to that class130

is associated to the matrix. We observe that it is possible that two or more conjugacy classes are131

associated to a single Parikh matrix.132

Example 4. The matrix from Example 3,

〈
2 1 1 1

1 1 1
1 1

1

〉
, has only the words abacd, abcad, and abcda133

associated to it. Each of these words are members of different conjugacy classes. Hence this matrix134

has three conjugacy classes associated to it. /135

A Parikh matrix can describe multiple words, as seen above, although cases exist where a matrix136

describes a single word, e. g., aabb is the only word associated to 〈 2 4
2 〉. We say that two words137

are amiable if they are associated to the same Parikh matrix. If two or more words are associated138

to a single Parikh matrix, we say that the matrix is ambiguous. Later in this paper, we reduce139

the ambiguity of a word using both its Parikh matrix and the Parikh matrix of an altered form of140

that word to describe it. Therefore, we introduce a formal definition of the ambiguity that multiple141

functions may have based on the set of all words that satisfy all functions.142

Definition 5. We define A(w, f1, f2, . . . , fn) = {v|fi(v) = fi(w) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n} for a word143

w and functions f1, f2, . . . , fn. If |A(w, f1, f2, . . . , fn)| = 1, then we call w unambiguous on144

f1, f2, . . . , fn, and say that f1(w), f2(w), . . . , fn(w) uniquely define w. However, if we have that145

|A(w, f1, f2, . . . , fn)| > |A(w, f1, f2, . . . , fm)| for m > n and functions fn+1, fn+2, . . . , fm, then we146

say that fn+1, fn+2, . . . , fm reduce the ambiguity of w on f1, f2, . . . , fn.147

Observe that whenever m > n, we always have |A(w, f1, f2, . . . , fn)| ≥ |A(w, f1, f2, . . . , fm)|.148

Furthermore, if |A(w, f1, f2, . . . , fn)| = 1, then A(w, f1, f2, . . . , fn) is unambiguous and thus it is149

not possible for fn+1, fn+2, . . . , fm to reduce ambiguity any further.150

First we introduce the P-Parikh matrix. The P-Parikh matrix is in essence the Parikh matrix151

of a projection of a word, and represents a particular case of the extension of the Parikh matrix152
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mapping presented in [18]. For n ∈ N, w ∈ Σ∗n and S ⊂ Σn, the P-Parikh matrix of w with respect153

to S is defined as follows.154

Definition 6. For m,n ∈ N with 1 ≤ m ≤ n, let S ⊂ Σn such that S = {ak1
, ak2

, . . . , akm
}, where155

0 < k1 < k2 < · · · < km ≤ n. We define the P-Parikh matrix of the word w with respect to S as156

ΨS(πS(w)), where the morphism π : Σ∗n → Σ∗m is defined as157

πS(ai) :=

ai : ai ∈ S,

ε : ai /∈ S.

To gain some intuition about the above definition, we consider an example.158

Example 7. As in Example 3, let Σ4 = {a, b, c, d} and w = abcda; furthermore, let S = {a, c}.

We obtain the P-Parikh matrix ΨS(w) by determining the Parikh matrix of πS(w):

πS(w) = πS(a) · πS(b) · πS(c) · πS(d) · πS(a) = aεcεa = aca

Ψ{a,c}(π{a,c}(abcda)) = Ψ{a,c}(aca) = 〈 2 1
1 〉 . /

The Lyndon conjugate of a word w, denoted L(w), is the conjugate that is lexicographically159

smallest based on the order on the alphabet. Next, we introduce the L-Parikh matrix associated160

to a word.161

Definition 8. Given a word w, we define its L-Parikh matrix, ΨL, as the Parikh matrix associated162

with its Lyndon conjugate, L(w).163

In order to illustrate this definition, we again consider the word from Example 3:164

Example 9. Let Σ4 = {a, b, c, d} and w = abcda. Then L(w) = aabcd, and we calculate the165

L-Parikh matrix of w as the Parikh matrix of L(w),166

ΨL(abcda) = Ψ(aabcd) =

〈
2 2 2 2

1 1 1
1 1

1

〉
.

It is shown in [22] (see [10], for an explicit description) that there exist transformations that,167

when applied to a word, create a new word that is amiable with the original. For non-binary168

alphabets, a Type 1 transformation is given.169

Lemma 10 ([22]). Let w,w′ ∈ Σ∗n with n ≥ 3. Then w transforms into w′ using a Type 1170

transformation if w = u1aiaju2 and w′ = u1ajaiu2, where u1, u2 ∈ Σ∗n, ai, aj ∈ Σn, and |i− j| ≥ 2.171
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For binary alphabets, in [10], a second type of transformation is described, referred to as a172

Type 2, that allows us to check if certain words are amiable without constructing their matrices.173

Lemma 11 ([10]). Let w,w′ ∈ Σ∗2. Then w transforms into w′ through a Type 2 transformation if174

w = xa1a2ya2a1z and w′ = xa2a1ya1a2z, or vice-versa, where x, y, z ∈ Σ∗2, a1 6= a2 and a1, a2 ∈ Σ2.175

It was proven that Type 2 transformations characterise all binary amiable words, but not all176

ternary words.177

Remark 12. Since binary amiable words are fully characterised by Type 2 transformations, that178

is we can obtain one amiable word from another through a series of Type 2 transformations, for179

a binary word w ∈ Σ∗2, if w is unambiguous, namely |A(w,Ψ)| > 1, then |w|a, |w|b ≥ 2, since180

otherwise such transformations cannot be applied.181

For ternary alphabets, the authors give in [15] an extension of Lemma 11. We make use of this182

theorem in the proofs presented later on.183

Theorem 13 ([15]). Let w ∈ Σ+
3 be a nonempty word and t an integer with t ≥ 1 such that w184

contains t occurrences of factors of the form βk = aikajkαkajkaik , for 1 ≤ k ≤ t, where185

• αk ∈ Σ∗3, aik ,ajk ∈ Σ3, |ik − jk| = 1 (1 ≤ k ≤ t);186

• If w = xβny = x′βry
′ with x, y, x′, y′ ∈ Σ∗3 and n 6= r, then ||x|−|x′|| > 1, ||xαn|−|x′αr|| > 1;187

•
∑t

k=1(jk − ik)(jk + ik − 4)|αk|a6−ik−jk
= 0.188

Then w and w′ are amiable, where w transforms into w′ through a series of Type 2 transformations189

by replacing all occurrences of βk with β′k = ajkaikαkaikajk .190

3. P-Parikh Matrices191

In this section, we examine when and by how much P-Parikh matrices help reduce the ambiguity192

of a given word. When we refer to a reduction in ambiguity using P-Parikh matrices, we mean that193

the number of words described by the original Parikh matrix and their respective P-Parikh matrices194

for some set S ⊂ Σn, is strictly less than the total number of words described by the original Parikh195

matrix alone, i. e., |A{w,ΨΣn
,ΨS}| < |A{w,ΨΣn

}|.196

First we present an example of a P-Parikh matrix removing the ambiguity of a Parikh matrix197

entirely.198
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Example 14. Consider the word w1 = abcda from Example 3, which is amiable with the words

w2 = abcad, w3 = abacd and no others. Then we choose our set S = {a, c} and obtain

ΨS(πS(w1)) = ΨS(aca) = 〈 2 1
1 〉

ΨS(πS(w2)) = ΨS(aca) = 〈 2 1
1 〉

ΨS(πS(w3)) = ΨS(aac) = 〈 2 2
1 〉 .

Therefore w3 has a different Parikh matrix than w1 and w2, and we can in fact uniquely describe199

w3 using a combination of its Parikh matrix and P-Parikh matrix when S = {a, c}. /200

We next introduce some terms that are useful when describing how effective a given P-Parikh201

matrix is at reducing ambiguity.202

Definition 15. Given a word w ∈ Σ∗n, we call Ψ(w) P-distinguishable if either |A(w,Ψ)| = 1 or203

there exists a word u ∈ Σ∗n and a set S ⊂ Σn such that ΨΣ(w) = ΨΣ(u) and ΨS(w) 6= ΨS(u).204

In the latter case we say that w and u are P-distinct, with respect to S. Furthermore, we call w205

P-unique if there exist sets S1, S2, . . . , Sm ⊂ Σn such that |A(w,Ψ,ΨS1
,ΨS2

, . . . ,ΨSm
)| = 1.206

Now we use these terms to examine words whose ambiguity can be reduced using P-parikh207

matrices, namely those that contain any length two factor where the two letters they consist of are208

not equal or consecutive in the alphabet.209

Proposition 16. For any word w ∈ Σ∗n with a factor aiaj where |i− j| > 1, we have that Ψ(w) is210

P-distinguishable.211

Proof. Since |i− j| > 1, if w = u1aiaju2 where u1, u2 ∈ Σ∗n, then w′ = u1ajaiu2 is amiable to212

w, following Lemma 10. Without loss of generality, take S = {ai < aj}. Then ΨS(πS(w)) 6=213

ΨS(πS(w′)), since |w|aiaj
= |πS(w)|aiaj

, |w|aiaj
∈ ΨS(πS(w)) and |w′|aiaj

∈ ΨS(πS(w′)), and214

|w|aiaj
6= |w′|aiaj

.215

It is simple to identify words that have such factors by comparing adjacent positions in the word.216

We can use this to find a lower bound for the proportion of words that are uniquely identified for217

a given alphabet and word length.218

Proposition 17. The number of words of length m in Σn that are reduced in ambiguity by P-Parikh219

matrices is bounded below by (nm)− (n× 3m−1).220
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Proof. The result is straightforward. To see that this is true, note that in a word for which the221

ambiguity cannot be reduced by P-Parikh matrices except for the first letter all of the other m− 1222

positions are depending on the previous one, since they can be only equal to it, or the letters223

immediately preceding or following it in the lexicographical order, following Proposition 16, i.e., if224

ai occurs in position j, then the j + 1th letter is in the set {ai, ai−1, ai+1}. So, the stated bound225

for the number of P-distinguishable words follows.226

Notice especially that as the alphabet size and word length get larger, the proportion of words227

which are reduced in ambiguity by P-Parikh matrices also gets larger. We therefore conclude that228

the use of P-Parikh matrices reduces ambiguity for a larger ratio of words for bigger alphabets229

rather than smaller.230

There also exist words for which P-Parikh matrices do not reduce ambiguity. The following,231

straightforward observation says that if our choice of a subset consists of only consecutive letters232

of the initial alphabet, the corresponding P-Parikh matrices are not P-distinguishable.233

Remark 18. If all elements in S ⊂ Σn are consecutive in Σ, then |A(w,ΨΣn)| = |A(w,ΨΣn ,ΨS)|.234

The result of Remark 18 strengthens the one of Proposition 16 by telling us that the ambiguity235

of words defined over binary alphabets is not reducible by any P-Parikh matrix.236

Corollary 19. There does not exist a Parikh matrix that describes binary words whose ambiguity237

can be reduced by P-Parikh matrices.238

Furthermore, there exist non-binary words for which P-Parikh matrices do not remove ambiguity,239

namely those that are not P-unique. We end this section by giving two classes of words whose240

ambiguity are not reducible by P-Parikh matrices, no matter how we choose the set S.241

Proposition 20. Consider two words w,w′ ∈ Σ∗n with the form w = u1aiajvajaiu2 and w′ =242

u1ajaivaiaju2, where ai ≤ aj ∈ Σn and u1, u2 ∈ Σ∗n. If v ∈ {ak ∈ Σn|ai ≤ ak ≤ aj}∗, then for all243

S ⊆ Σn, we have ΨS(πS(w)) = ΨS(πS(w′)).244

Proof. Firstly, if ai = ak = aj , equivalence clearly follows, as w = w′. Now, let ai < aj .245

In the case where S contains either only ai or aj , then πS(w) = πS(w′) since ai and aj are the246

only letters that swap places in w′ compared to w. Since πS(w) = πS(w′), clearly ΨS(πS(w)) =247

ΨS(πS(w′)) follows.248
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If S = {ai, aj}, then, πS(w) is a binary word and can be transformed via a Type 2 transforma-249

tion, from Lemma 11, into πS(w′), so ΨS(πS(w)) = ΨS(πS(w′)).250

Next consider that {ai, aj} ⊂ S, |S| > 2, and S contains no elements between ai and aj .251

Then πS(w) = πS(u1)aiajajaiπS(u2) and πS(w′) = πS(u1)ajaiaiajπS(u2). Using an extension252

from [15, Theorem 3] of the Type 2 transformations we can transform πS(w) into πS(w′), and get253

that ΨS(πS(w)) = ΨS(π(w′)).254

Finally, consider the case where S contains ai, aj , and at least one letter that comes lexicograph-255

ically between them. Then, πS(w) can be transformed into πS(w′) via two Type 1 transformations256

on ai and aj , since ai and aj are not lexicographically adjacent in S (see Lemma 10).257

Before we give our next result, we first introduce an observation below that is used in the proof258

of Proposition 22.259

Remark 21. Let Σ = {a1 < a2 < · · · < ak}. Then for all 1 ≤ i < k the following equation must260

hold for any word w ∈ Σ∗.261

|w|aiai+1 + |w|ai+1ai = |w|ai |w|ai+1 (1)

The ideas presented in Proposition 20 give rise to another class of words whose ambiguity is not262

reducible by P-Parikh matrices, by loosening the condition on v and extending the length of the263

word.264

Proposition 22. Consider two words w,w′ ∈ Σ∗n with the form w = u1aiajv1ajaiajaiv2aiaju2,265

and w′ = u1ajaiv1aiajaiajv2ajaiu2, where ai < aj ∈ Σn and u1, u2, v1, v2 ∈ Σ∗n. Let v1 =266

v1[1]v1[2] · · · v1[x] and v2 = v2[1]v2[2] · · · v2[y]. Then, w and w′ are not P-distinct if and only if267

|v1|a`
= |v2|a`

for all a` /∈ {ak|ai ≤ ak ≤ aj}, and at least one of the following conditions is true:268

1. v1, v2 ∈ {ak|ak ≤ aj}∗, and for ` < p, if v2[p], v2[`] ∈ {ak|ak < ai}, then v2[p] ≤ v2[`], and if269

v1[p], v1[`] ∈ {ak|ak < ai}, then v1[p] ≥ v1[`];270

2. v1, v2 ∈ {ak|ak ≥ ai}∗, and for ` < p, if v2[p], v2[`] ∈ {ak|ak > aj}, then v2[p] ≥ v2[`], and if271

v1[p], v1[`] ∈ {ak|ak > aj}, then v1[p] ≤ v1[`].272

Proof. First we consider the only if direction. Clearly, if both v1, v2 ∈ {ak|ai ≤ ak ≤ aj}∗,273

then w = aiajv1ajaiajaiv2aiaj is amiable to w′ = ajaiv1aiajaiajv2ajai, from Proposition 20 and274

Remark 21.275
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If only one of v1 and v2 is not in {ak|ai ≤ ak ≤ aj}∗, then from Proposition 20 and Remark 21,276

we know that w and w′ are not amiable under any P-Parikh matrix.277

Let us consider the nontrivial case when neither v1 nor v2 are in the set {ak|ai ≤ ak ≤ aj}∗.278

Recall that we use |v|u to denote the number of distinct occurrences of u as a subword in v.279

Suppose there exists a letter a` where a` /∈ {ak|ai ≤ ak ≤ aj}, and |v1|a`
6= |v2|a`

. If aj < a`,280

then |w|aiaja`
−|w′|aiaja`

= |v1|a`
+4×|v2|a`

−5×|v2|a`
= |v1|a`

−|v2|a`
. It follows that |w|aiaja`

=281

|w′|aiaja`
if and only if |v1|a`

= |v2|a`
. If a` < ai, the same conclusion can be reached.282

Now, suppose both v1 and v2 contain letters ak, a` where ak < ai and a` > aj (notice that we283

require the number of ak’s and a`’s to be the same in both v1 and v2, which is why we only consider284

the case where both letters are in both subwords). Then,285

|w|akaiaja`
− |w′|akaiaja`

= |v1|ak
× |v2|a`

− 3× |v1|ak
× |v2|a`

= −2× |v1|ak
× |v2|a`

.

So, v1 and v2 may only contain letters that are all less than or equal to aj , or all greater than286

or equal to ai.287

Finally, we must confirm that any subword count containing multiple letters on one side of288

ai and aj are equal. Let us start with a subword counting 2 letters on one side of ai, aj . Let289

ak1
, ak2

∈ {ak|aj < ak}, and let S = {ai, aj , ak1
, ak2
} (the case where ak1

, ak2
∈ {ak|ak < ai} is290

quite similar). Then, by denoting |w|S , for a word w and set S, as the number of occurrences in w291

of subwords permitted by the set S and the order of the alphabet, we have292

|w|S − |w
′|S = |v1|{ak1

,ak2
} + 4× |v2|{ak1

,ak2
} + |v1|ak1

× |v2|ak2
− 5× |v2|{ak1

,ak2
}

= |v1|{ak1
,ak2
} + |v1|ak1

× |v2|ak2
− |v2|{ak1

,ak2
}.

(2)

Clearly we have that |u|{ai,aj} ≤ |u|ai
× |u|aj

. Since |v1|ak1
= |v2|ak1

, and |v1|ak2
= |v2|ak2

, we293

have that |v1|ak1
×|v2|ak2

is the maximum possible value for both |v1|{ak1
,ak2
} and |v2|{ak1

,ak2
}. So,294

from Equation (2), we need |v2|{ak1
,ak2
} − |v1|{ak1

,ak2
} = |v1|ak1

× |v2|ak2
. Since both |v1|{ak1

,ak2
}295

and |v2|{ak1
,ak2
} must be non-negative, and |v1|ak1

×|v2|ak2
is the maximum possible value for both296

|v1|{ak1
,ak2
} and |v2|{ak1

,ak2
}, in order to satisfy the equation, we need |v2|{ak1

,ak2
} = |v1|ak1

×|v2|ak2
297

and |v1|{ak1
,ak2
} = 0. This occurs exactly when all ak1

precede all ak2
in v2, and all ak2

precede all298

ak1
in v1.299

Now we must prove the if direction. Moreover, we show that for any length subword, if the given300

word w satisfies either Condition 1 or Condition 2, then w′ is amiable to w. Let ak1 , ak2 , . . . , akm ∈301
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{ak|aj < ak} and S = {ai, aj , ak1 , ak2 , . . . , akm}. The case where ak1 , ak2 , . . . , akm ∈ {ak|ak < ai} is302

similar. Then we have |w|S − |w′|S = |v1|ak1
× |v2|S\{ai,aj ,ak1

}+ 4× |v2|S\{ai,aj}− 5× |v2|S\{ai,aj}.303

However, we know that |v1|ak1
= |v2|ak1

and since all ak1
precede all other akp

in v2 we can304

hence conclude that |v1|ak1
× |v2|S\{ai,aj ,ak1

} = |v2|S\{ai,aj}. Therefore we have |w|S − |w′|S =305

5× |v2|S\{ai,aj} − 5× |v2|S\{ai,aj} = 0.306

In other words, the above statement says that two words are not P-distinct if both v1 and v2307

are defined on the subset of the alphabet which is either lexicographically bigger than ai or smaller308

than aj , and they share the same Parikh vector for the subset of letters which are not in between ai309

and aj . Furthermore, if v1 ∈ {ai+1, ai+2, . . . , an}∗, then all the letters which are lexicographically310

greater than aj must occur in v1 in decreasing lexicographical order and in v2 in increasing order.311

On the other hand, if v1 ∈ {a1, a2, . . . , aj−1}∗, then all the letters which are lexicographically312

smaller than ai must occur in v1 in lexicographical order and in v2 in decreasing lexicographical313

order.314

4. L-Parikh Matrices315

Proposition 17 shows that, in many cases, the set of words that share both a Parikh matrix and316

a P-Parikh matrix (with respect to a certain alphabet and subset S of that alphabet) is smaller317

than the set of those that share only a Parikh matrix. However, following Corollary 19, we also318

know that this never happens for binary alphabets. Hence we now study L-Parikh matrices as an319

alternative method of ambiguity reduction.320

We focus on binary alphabets, although L-Parikh matrices can also be effective for any non-321

unary alphabet, as illustrated by the following example:322

Example 23. Consider the word w1 = abcda from Example 3, which is amiable with the words

w2 = abcad, w3 = abacd and no others. We then observe that:

ΨL(w1)=Ψ(aabcd)=

〈
2 2 2 2

1 1 1
1 1

1

〉
ΨL(w2)=Ψ(abcad)=

〈
2 1 1 1

1 1 1
1 1

1

〉
ΨL(w3)=Ψ(abacd)=

〈
2 1 1 1

1 1 1
1 1

1

〉
.

Therefore w1 has a different L-Parikh matrix than w2 and w3, and we can in fact uniquely describe323

w1 using a combination of its Parikh matrix and L-Parikh matrix.324
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We begin this section by explaining the motivation for choosing the Lyndon conjugate of a word325

and then work towards our main result where we characterise words whose ambiguity is reduced326

by the use of L-Parikh matrices.327

As indicated by Definition 8, the concept of L-Parikh matrices is based on a modification to328

the word that results in a change in the order of letters. The following theorem implies that the329

strategy of altering a word is not always a successful method of ambiguity reduction. Note that330

Ψrev refers to the Parikh matrix of the reversal of a word.331

Theorem 24 ([10]). For any word w, A(w,Ψ) = A(w,Ψ,Ψrev).332

Unlike Theorem 24, L-Parikh matrices use the conjugate of a word. The next proposition implies333

that such conjugates need to be chosen wisely.334

Proposition 25. Consider two words v, w ∈ Σ∗ with Ψ(v) = Ψ(w). For any factorisations v = v1v2335

and w = w1w2 such that |v2| = |w2| and one of the matrices Ψ(v),Ψ(v2v1),Ψ(w2w1) contains at336

least one non-zero element that is not on the diagonal, we have that Ψ(v2v1) = Ψ(w2w1) implies337

φ(v2) = φ(w2). In the case of binary alphabets, when Σ2 is considered, the reverse direction also338

stands, namely φ(v2) = φ(w2) implies Ψ(v2v1) = Ψ(w2w1).339

Proof. First we consider the statement that applies to any size alphabet.340

We know that Ψ(v2v1) = Ψ(w2w1) and must prove that φ(v2) = φ(w2). This is done by341

contradiction. Let us assume that Ψ(v) = Ψ(w) such that Ψ(v2v1) = Ψ(w2w1) and φ(v2) 6= φ(w2).342

Since φ(v2) 6= φ(w2), there is at least one letter in the alphabet Σ for which the number of times343

it occurs in v2 is not equal to the number of times it can be found in w2. We assume without loss344

of generality that the first letter this inequality occurs for is a. For any other cases, we just need to345

consider the respective letter and the one following it. Observe that this situation is not possible346

for the last letter of the alphabet, as in that case the contradiction is immediate.347

We now consider the subword ab and find the number of occurrences of it as a subword in v and

w, and in v2v1 and w2w1, respectively,

Ψ(v) = Ψ(w) =⇒ |v|ab = |w|ab

⇐⇒ |v1|ab + |v2|ab + |v1|a|v2|b = |w1|ab + |w2|ab + |w1|a|w2|b (3)

Ψ(w2w1) = Ψ(v2v1) =⇒ |w2w1|ab = |v2v1|ab

⇐⇒ |w1|ab + |w2|ab + |w2|a|w1|b = |v1|ab + |v2|ab + |v2|a|v1|b. (4)
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Now we add Equations (3) and (4) together to obtain

|v1|a|v2|b + |w2|a|w1|b = |w1|a|w2|b + |v2|a|v1|b. (5)

We again assume without loss of generality that |v2|a > |w2|a.348

There are three possible cases for the relationship between |v1|b and |w1|b. Either |v2|b = |w2|b,349

|v2|b < |w2|b or |v2|b > |w2|b.350

First we assume that |v2|b = |w2|b. Thus we also have that |v1|b = |w1|b, since the Parikh

matrices for v and w are equal. If the equality stands, then we can rewrite Equation (5) as follows,

with x = |v2|b = |w2|b and y = |v1|b = |w1|b,

x|v1|a + y|w2|a = x|w1|a + y|v2|a.

Since |v2|a > |w2|a and Ψ(v) = Ψ(w), we must also have that |v1|a < |w1|a. This means that351

both remaining components on the left hand side of the equality are less than those on the right352

hand side. Therefore we reach a contradiction and our initial assumption that |v2|b = |w2|b is false.353

Next assume |v2|b < |w2|b. Then

Ψ(v) = Ψ(w) =⇒ |v1|a + |v2|a = |w1|a + |w2|a =⇒ |v1|a < |w1|a,

Ψ(v) = Ψ(w) =⇒ |v1|b + |v2|b = |w1|b + |w2|b =⇒ |v1|b > |w1|b.

If we now apply all of these inequalities to Equation (5), we find that all components on the left354

hand side of the equality are less than those on the right hand side, and the equality cannot be355

true. Hence also our assumption that |v2|b < |w2|b is false.356

The only remaining possibility is that |v2|b > |w2|b. In this case we can apply the same method357

to the subword bc and we eventually obtain the inequality |v2|c > |w2|c. If we repeat the process358

iteratively for all subwords of length 2 that are admitted by the order of the alphabet, we find359

for every letter e ∈ Σ that |v2|e > |w2|e. But following the Proposition’s statement we have360

|v2| = |w2|. We therefore get a contradiction and our initial assumption that Ψ(v) = Ψ(w) and361

Ψ(v2v1) = Ψ(w2w1) and φ(v2) 6= φ(w2) was false.362

We can therefore conclude that whenever Ψ(v1v2) = Ψ(w1w2) and Ψ(v2v1) = Ψ(w2w1), we have363

that φ(v2) = φ(w2).364

Now for the statement that only applies to a binary alphabet. We prove this through contra-365

diction by assuming that φ(v2) = φ(w2), Ψ(v1v2) = Ψ(w1w2) and Ψ(v2v1) 6= Ψ(w2w1).366
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If Ψ(v2v1) 6= Ψ(w2w1) and Ψ(v1v2) = Ψ(w1w2), since φ(v2) = φ(w2) we have |v2v1|ab 6=

|w2w1|ab. Furthermore,

|v2v1|ab 6= |w2w1|ab ⇐⇒ |v2|ab + |v1|ab + |v2|a|v1|b 6= |w2|ab + |w1|ab + |w2|a|w1|b

=⇒ |v2|ab + |v1|ab 6= |w2|ab + |w1|ab.

But from the assumption that Ψ(v1v2) = Ψ(w1w2), we have that367

|v2|ab + |v1|ab + |v1|a|v2|b = |w2|ab + |w1|ab + |w1|a|w2|b,

and because φ(v2) = φ(w2), which implies that φ(v1) = φ(w1), we have that |v2|ab + |v1|ab =368

|w2|ab + |w1|ab. Hence we have a contradiction and our initial assumption that when φ(v2) = φ(w2)369

and Ψ(v1v2) = Ψ(w1w2), we get that Ψ(v2v1) 6= Ψ(w2w1) is false. This concludes our proof.370

Below is an example that shows the significance of the condition |v2| = |w2| in Proposition 25.371

Example 26. Consider the words v = baabbaaaaabbbb with v2 = aaaaabbbb and w = aabaabbbbaaabb372

with w2 = aaabb. One can easily find that Ψ(v2v1) = Ψ(w2w1) = 〈 7 39
7 〉. Furthermore, we have that373

Ψ(v) = Ψ(w), Ψ(v2v1) = Ψ(w2w1) and |v2| 6= |w2|. However φ(v2) 6= φ(w2), since φ(v2) = [5, 4]374

and φ(w2) = [3, 2], and therefore |v2| = |w2| is important in the context of Proposition 25. /375

We also show through an example the importance of the condition that at least one of the376

matrices Ψ(v),Ψ(v2v1),Ψ(w2w1) contains at least one non-zero element that is not on the diagonal377

in Proposition 25.378

Example 27. Consider the words v = ac with v2 = c and w = ca with w2 = a. Clearly |v2| = |w2|379

and φ(v2) 6= φ(w2). However, Ψ(v) = Ψ(w) = Ψ(v2v1) = Ψ(w2w1) =
〈

0 0 0
0 0

0

〉
. This is due to the380

lack of any lexicographically adjacent letters in any of the four words. Hence the property that at381

least one non-zero element that is not on the diagonal of at least one of the three Parikh matrices382

is an essential one for Proposition 25.383

An example for the ternary alphabet where Ψ(v2v1) 6= Ψ(w2w1) even though we have that384

Ψ(v) = Ψ(w) and φ(v2) = φ(w2) is given below. Note that if φ(v2) = φ(w2), then |w2| = |v2|.385

Example 28. Consider the words v = cbbaaabb with v2 = aabb and w = cabbbaab with w2 = baab.386

We have Ψ(v) = Ψ(w) and, moreover, |w2| = |v2| and φ(v2) = φ(w2). Nevertheless, we have in387

this case that Ψ(v2v1) = Ψ(aabbcbba) 6= Ψ(baabcabb) = Ψ(w2w1). /388
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Since the statement that applies to binary alphabets from Proposition 25 does not hold for389

ternary alphabets, we conclude that in fact it does not hold for any alphabet of size greater than 2.390

Furthermore, by inspecting the case where |v2|b > |w2|b in the proof of Proposition 25, we make391

the following remark regarding the binary case.392

Remark 29. Consider two binary words v, w ∈ Σ∗ with Ψ(v) = Ψ(w). If v = v1v2 and w = w1w2393

with Ψ(v2v1) = Ψ(w2w1), then either φ(v2) = φ(w2), or |v2|a ≥ |w2|a and |v2|b > |w2|b.394

Proposition 25 shows that when looking for a modification that we can apply to a word to find395

a new and different Parikh matrix, we need to consider conjugates of amiable words where it is396

less likely that the Parikh vectors of their right factors are the same, i. e., conjugates obtained by397

shifting the original words a different number of times, respectively.398

Let us now consider how using L-Parikh matrices reduces ambiguity. Throughout the rest of399

this section we do not consider words that are uniquely described by their Parikh matrix, i.e., we400

ignore any word w where |A(w,Ψ)| = 1, since there is no ambiguity to be reduced here. For a word401

w, we calculate Ψ(w) and ΨL(w) and use both of these matrices to describe the original word. The402

ambiguity of a word w, with respect to its Parikh and L-Parikh matrices, according to Definition 5,403

is the total number of words that share a Parikh matrix and an L-Parikh matrix with w, namely404

|A(w,Ψ,ΨL)|. Therefore, a reduction in ambiguity means that |A(w,Ψ)| > |A(w,Ψ,ΨL)|.405

We use the next definitions and propositions to build towards our main result where we charac-406

terise binary words whose ambiguity is reduced using L-Parikh matrices. In line with Definition 15407

we introduce the following notions.408

Definition 30. Given a word w ∈ Σ∗, we call Ψ(w) L-distinguishable if either |A(w,Ψ)| = 1 or409

there exists a word u ∈ Σ∗ with Ψ(w) = Ψ(u), such that ΨL(w) 6= ΨL(u). In the latter case we say410

that w and u are L-distinct. A word w is L-unique if |A(w,Ψ,ΨL)| = 1.411

Observe that if w and v are L-distinct, then A(w,Ψ) = A(v,Ψ) and A(w,Ψ,ΨL) 6= A(v,Ψ,ΨL).412

The example below demonstrates the effectiveness of L-Parikh matrices for ambiguity reduction.413

Example 31. Consider the words w = babbbaa, u = bbababa and v = bbbaaab with Ψ(w) = Ψ(u) =414

Ψ(v). When considering the conjugates L(w) = aababbb, L(u) = abababb and L(v) = aaabbbb we415

have that ΨL(w) = 〈 3 11
4 〉, ΨL(u) = 〈 3 9

4 〉, and ΨL(v) = 〈 3 12
4 〉. Thus their L-Parikh matrices are416

all different and we can uniquely describe each of the words by using its Parikh matrix and L-Parikh417

matrix. /418
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L-distinguishability is a necessary property for ambiguity reduction with L-Parikh matrices.419

Corollary 32. Consider a word w ∈ Σ∗. Then |A(w,Ψ)| > |A(w,Ψ,ΨL)| if and only if Ψ(w) is420

L-distinguishable.421

The above characterisation of ambiguity reduction leads us to investigate sufficient conditions422

for a matrix to be ambiguous, and therefore for any pair of words it describes not to be L-distinct.423

Our next results consider the situations when the Parikh matrix of a word is not L-distinguishable.424

We demonstrate that the occurrence of words that meet the criteria outlined in each proposition is425

rare either later in the paper or directly following the next proposition.426

Proposition 33. For a word w ∈ Σ∗, if all words in A(w,Ψ) belong to the same conjugacy class,427

then Ψ(w) is not L-distinguishable.428

This proposition is a direct consequence of Definition 30.429

Example 34. Let w = aababa and w′ = abaaab. These two words are amiable with each other and430

nothing else. Furthermore, L(w) = aaabab = L(w′), and since both words share a Lyndon conjugate,431

both words also share the same L-Parikh matrix. Therefore Ψ(w) is not L-distinguishable. /432

Now we move on to explore, for binary alphabets, the case where all words in A(w,Ψ) belong433

to the same conjugacy class in more detail. Recall that C(w) refers to the conjugacy class of w.434

Proposition 35. Consider a binary word w ∈ Σ∗2. For all u ∈ A(w,Ψ), we have L(u) = L(w) if435

and only if C(w) is closed under Type 2 transformations.436

Proof. First consider the if direction where we have that C(w) is closed under Type 2 transforma-437

tions. This means that applying a Type 2 transformation to any word in C(w) results in a conjugate438

of the original word, namely a word which is also in C(w). We know that Type 2 transformations439

classify binary words that share a Parikh matrix. Hence the Parikh matrix, Ψ(w), of any word in440

C(w) only describes other words in C(w). Therefore, all words associated to Ψ(w) are members of441

the same conjugacy class and hence share the same Lyndon conjugate.442

Now consider the only if direction. We have that L(u) = L(w) for all u ∈ A(w,Ψ). Consider443

two words v = xabybaz and v′ = xbayabz, where v, v′ ∈ A(w,Ψ) and x, y, z ∈ Σ∗2. Since Type 2444

transformations characterise binary alphabets, we know that if w is unambiguous then such words445
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exist and v′ can be obtained from v through Type 2 transformations, and vice versa. Also, since446

v, v′ ∈ A(w,Ψ) and therefore L(v) = L(v′), we have that v and v′ are conjugates.447

Now consider the possible conjugates of v and v′. Let us take all possible factorisations x = x1x2,

y = y1y2 and z = z1z2, respectively. Since Ψ(v) = Ψ(v′) we have, for all 0 ≤ |x1| ≤ |x|, that

Ψ(x2abybazx1) = Ψ(x2bayabzx1). (6)

For all 0 ≤ |y1| ≤ |y| we have that

Ψ(y2bazxaby1) = Ψ(y2abzxbay1). (7)

Finally, for all 0 ≤ |z1| ≤ |z| we have that

Ψ(z2xabybaz1) = Ψ(z2xbayabz1). (8)

It is not difficult to see that all of the words described in Equations (6), (7) and (8) are from the448

same conjugacy class as v and v′, namely C(w) according to our hypothesis.449

The only other words from the respective conjugacy class are: bybazxa, ayabzxb, azxabyb and450

bzxbaya. Clearly we cannot apply a Type 2 transformation here, as one of the ab or ba factors we451

wish to use for the transformation are split across the start/end of the word. Hence we ignore these452

cases as they are considered for different values of v and v′.453

Therefore every conjugate of v and v′, which are conjugates of w themselves, can be transformed454

through Type 2 transformations to obtain other conjugates of w. Note that every word in A(w,Ψ)455

can be obtained from another word in A(w,Ψ) through Type 2 transformations. Hence by applying456

this process to every word and its transformed counterpart, and thereby covering every possible457

occurrence of a Type 2 transformation that exists in every conjugate of w, we find that only con-458

jugates of w can be obtained by applying Type 2 transformations to conjugates of w. We conclude459

that C(w) is closed under Type 2 transformations.460

We now prove a property that is true for all words whose conjugacy class is closed under Type 2461

transformations.462

Proposition 36. Consider a binary word w ∈ Σ∗2. Then C(w) is closed under Type 2 transfor-463

mations if and only if L(w) ∈ {aabb, ababbb, aababb, aabbab, aaabab}.464
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Proof. The if direction is easily proven by checking the property for every word in the conjugacy465

class of the words in the set A = {aabb, ababbb, aababb, aabbab, aaabab}.466

Let us define a block of a letter to be a unary factor of a word which is not extendable to the467

right or the left. For the proof of the only if direction, in order to show that a conjugacy class is468

closed under Type 2 transformations, we need to show that, in a given word, there are no positions469

to which we can apply a Type 2 transformation that create a new word that is not a conjugate of470

the original. We can thus restrict ourselves to only Lyndon conjugates of each class from now on,471

and prove this statement by therefore considering maximal blocks of a’s at the start of our words.472

In particular, we show that a conjugacy class is not closed under Type 2 transformations by473

identifying a position in a word that we can apply a Type 2 transformation to such that it produces474

a word that is not a conjugate of the original. That is, the transformation either alters the size of475

the initial block of a’s or changes the number of blocks of a’s within the word, and therefore must476

create a word that is not a conjugate of the original. We show that this is possible for all binary477

words except for those in the predifined set A.478

Let n be the number of consecutive a’s at the start of the word and m be the number of479

consecutive b’s that immediately follow the first block of a’s. Since we only consider Lyndon480

conjugates, we know that n is the largest number of consecutive a’s in the word. Moreover, we481

assume that every word that we consider has at least 2 a’s and 2 b’s, to ensure that a Type 2482

transformation can always be applied to at least one conjugate of that word.483

To begin, consider Lyndon words with only one block of a’s, namely words of the form anbm.

Applying a Type 2 transformation to any conjugate banbm−1 of our word, we create a word with 2

blocks of a’s, namely

baan−2abbm−2 → aban−2babm−2,

unless n = m = 2, which is the first element in our exceptions set, aabb ∈ A.484

Now consider the case where a word has two blocks of a’s. Let us define positive integers s and485

t, and therefore investigate words of the form anbmasbt with n ≥ s.486

First consider the case where n = 1. When m = 1, our word must be of the form ababt with

t > 1, since we only consider Lyndon conjugates and we cannot apply a Type 2 transformation to

any conjugate of the word abab. Consider the Type 2 transformation applied to one of its conjugates

ababt → bababbt−2 → abbbabt−2.
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Clearly these words are conjugates only for t = 3, which is our second exception, namely ababbb ∈ A.487

When m ≥ 2 we consider the Lyndon conjugate abmab≥m. Applying the Type 2 transformation

abbm−2bab≥m → babm−2abb≥m,

allows us to obtain a word that is not a conjugate of the original since now the size of the shortest488

block of b’s in the word is m− 2 < m (every block of b’s follows a single a).489

Now consider the case when n ≥ 2 and the application of the following Type 2 transformation

anbmasbt → baan−2abbm−1asbt−1 → aban−2babm−1asbt−1.

Let us consider the cases when this transformation results in conjugates of anbmasbt. If n = 2

and n = 3 we obtain that the only words that remain conjugates after the transformation are

aabbab, aaabab and aababb. All of these words are included in our predefined set A. Moreover, for

n ≥ 4, we find that we obtain a conjugate after this transformation also when n = s + 2, m = 1

and t = 1. If we substitute these values into the above transformation, we have that

anban−2b→ aban−2baan−2.

However, in this case when we consider applying yet another Type 2 transformation

abaan−4abaan−2 → aaban−4baaan−2

we obtain a word that has two blocks of a’s, one of size n− 4 and one of size n+ 2. However, since490

n is the largest block of a’s in the original word we obtain contradictions in the case of all binary491

words with 2 blocks of a’s and n ≥ 4.492

In the case of 3 or more blocks, we apply the Type 2 transformation by using the final a in the493

last block and the b that follows it to be our ab, and choose the first a in the second block and the494

b that precedes it to be our ba. Please note that in all such cases either the size of the first block495

of a’s increases, or it remains the same, but in this case the size of the block of b’s following it496

decreases. In the latter of the cases, we also have an increase of the number of blocks of a’s in the497

word. Both of these situations lead to the construction of a word that is lexicographically smaller498

than the word we have started with. This concludes the proof.499

By Propositions 35 and 36, the following assertion holds:500
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Proposition 37. Consider a binary word w ∈ Σ∗2. Then L(u) = L(w), for all u ∈ A(w,Ψ), if and501

only if L(w) ∈ {aabb, ababbb, aababb, aabbab, aaabab}.502

We now look at the case where all words associated to a Parikh matrix are the Lyndon represen-503

tatives of their respective conjugacy classes, which again makes this matrix not L-distinguishable.504

Proposition 38. Consider a word w ∈ Σ∗. If |A(w,Ψ)| ≥ 2 and for every u ∈ A(w,Ψ) we have505

u = L(u), then Ψ(w) is not L-distinguishable.506

Proof. Since for every u we have that u = L(u), we also have that Ψ(u) = ΨL(u) = Ψ(w) for all507

u ∈ A(w,Ψ). Hence there exists no word v where Ψ(v) = Ψ(w), and ΨL(v) 6= ΨL(w). Therefore508

Ψ(w) is not L-distinguishable.509

An example of this situation is described below.510

Example 39. The words w = aaaabaabbb and w′ = aaaaabbabb are only amiable with each other511

and both are the Lyndon representatives of their respective conjugacy classes. Therefore, Ψ(w) =512

Ψ(w′) = ΨL(w) = ΨL(w′) and Ψ(w) is not L-distinguishable. /513

For binary alphabets, we examine in greater detail when all words in A(w,Ψ) are the Lyndon514

representatives of their conjugacy classes. The next result provides a necessary and sufficient515

condition, and therefore the complete characterisation, for this case to occur for binary words.516

Proposition 40. Consider a binary word w ∈ Σ∗2. Then the following statements are equivalent.517

• For all u ∈ A(w,Ψ), we have that u = L(u).518

• w = a∗vb∗ and for n = |v|ba, we have that |v|a = 2n and |v|b = n+ 1.519

Proof. Let us initially consider words of the form w = a∗vb∗ where for n = |v|ba we have |v|a =520

2n = x and |v|b = n + 1 = y. For this direction, we first show that w = L(w), then move on to521

show that only words of the form a∗vb∗ are associated to Ψ(w).522

If w = v, since |v|a = 2n and |v|ba = n, then there must be a minimum of n occurrences of a’s523

before the first b, otherwise |v|ba > n. Furthermore, since |v|b = n+ 1 and |v|ba = n there must be524

a minimum of one b after the last a.525

Let us now consider the factor z that begins with the first occurrence of b and ends with the526

last occurrence of a in v. Then |v|ba = |z|ba = n, |z|a ≤ n and |z|b ≤ n. Hence |z| ≤ 2n.527
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For a word to be the Lyndon conjugate of its class, the block of a’s at the start of the word528

must be greater than or equal to any other block of a’s in the word, and the word must end with529

at least one b. We already know that v ends with at least one b so let us now consider the a’s at530

the start of v. There are two cases for the number of a’s here. Note that since there are at most n531

occurrences of a in z, there must be at least n occurrences of a before z. We know that there are532

no a’s after z since, by definition, it ends with the last occurrence of a in v. If there are more than533

n consecutive a’s at the start of v, then |z|a < n and we clearly have that v = L(v). Otherwise,534

there are exactly n consecutive a’s at the start of v. This implies that |z|a = n, from |v|a = 2n.535

Therefore, since |z|ba = n, we have that |z|b = 1. By definition of z, this b is the first letter, so the n536

occurrences of a must be consecutive. Hence v = anbanbn, which clearly is a Lyndon representative537

of its conjugacy class.538

Next consider a word of the form w = a∗vb∗. If we add any number of a’s to the start of a word539

that is already the Lyndon conjugate of its class, then that word remains the Lyndon conjugate of540

some class. The same holds for adding any number of b’s to the end of a word that is the Lyndon541

conjugate of its class. Hence w = a∗vb∗ = L(w).542

We showed that if we have a word w = a∗vb∗ such that n = |v|ba with |v|a = 2n and |v|b = n+1,543

then w is the Lyndon representative of its conjugacy class. Next we show that if a word has this544

form, then it is amiable only with words that can also be written as such.545

Let w′ be a word that is amiable with w. We know that a series of Type 2 transformations can546

be applied to w to obtain w′. Our aim is to show that this series of transformations can only be547

applied to w in such a way that w′ can always be written in the same way as w.548

Note that since Ψ(w) = Ψ(w′), we conclude from Theorem 24 that |w|ba = |w′|ba = n. Moreover,

since |w|a = |w′|a and |w|b = |w′|b, we can rewrite w and w′ as

w = arvbs and w′ = arv′bs,

where for |v|ba = |v′|ba = n, we have that |v|a = |v′|a = 2n and |v|b = |v′|b = n+ 1. If this was not549

the case for w′, then either w′ would have a b in the first r positions, or an a in the last s positions.550

However, in both of these cases contradictions would be reached with respect to the total number551

of ba’s in the word, as |w′|a = 2n+ r and |w′|b = n+ s+ 1.552

Following our above reasoning in the case of w, since w′ ∈ a∗vb∗, we have that also w′ = L(w′),553

which concludes the proof for the first direction.554
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Now assume that the words w1, w2, . . . , wk ∈ A(w,Ψ) are pairwise distinct Lyndon conjugates,555

where |A(w,Ψ)| = k. Without loss of generality, we assume that wi <lex wj , for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k,556

and denote |wi|ba = m. To prove this direction, we enumerate all words of this form and describe557

the properties which these words must have. Furthermore, note that words of the form a∗b∗ are558

uniquely described by their respective Parikh matrices, and comply with our description, hence we559

do not include these in our subsequent search for words that are associated to matrices that only560

describe Lyndon representatives of their conjugacy classes.561

We start by observing that since |A(w,Ψ)| = k and w1 is the smallest lexicographical element562

of the set A(w,Ψ), then w1 ∈ ajbmab` with j, ` > 0. Indeed, since |w1|ba = m and our word has at563

least two blocks of a’s, if the first block of b’s is of size greater than m or the second block of a’s is of564

size greater than 1, then we get a lexicographically smaller word through a Type 2 transformation.565

In the same way, we can now look at wk, the largest lexicographical word in A(w,Ψ). It is566

straightforward that, since |wk|ba = m, following the above reasoning, wk ∈ aj−m+1bamb`+m−1
567

with j −m+ 1 ≥ m. However, this means that in fact for each wi, where 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we have that568

|wi|a ≥ 2m and |wi|b ≥ m + 1. Since there exists a series of Type 2 transformations that applied569

to such a word leads to w1 and another that leads to wk, we conclude that each of them must be570

of the form wi = a∗vb∗ with m = |v|ba and |v|a = 2m and |v|b = m+ 1.571

This concludes the proof for our second direction.572

The following example shows how the previous result can be used to construct a class of Lyndon573

conjugates that share the same Parikh matrix.574

Example 41. Following Proposition 40, consider n = 3 and look for all possible words with this575

property. We begin by finding all minimal length binary words that contain 3 subwords ba. These are576

baaa, baba and bbba. Next add a’s to the front and b’s to the end of each word, respectively, so that577

we have a total of 6 a’s and 4 b’s per word: aaabaaabbb, aaaabababb, and aaaaabbbab. Finally, any578

number of a’s and b’s can be added to the front and end of each word, respectively: a∗aaabaaabbbb∗,579

a∗aaaabababbb∗, and a∗aaaaabbbabb∗. Hence we know that any word of this form is the Lyndon580

representative of its conjugacy class and shares a Parikh matrix with the two other words stated581

above. For example, Ψ(a2aaabaaabbbb3) = Ψ(a2aaaabababbb3) = Ψ(a2aaaaabbbabb3) = 〈 8 53
7 〉. /582

Thus far, we presented sufficient conditions for two amiable words not to be L-distinct. Our583

main result (Theorem 48) shows that these conditions are in fact also the necessary ones. We first584
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present an important observation that we use in the proofs throughout the rest of this paper. For585

any word w = w1w2 with L(w) = w2w1, we call w2 the right Lyndon suffix of w.586

Remark 42. Consider a binary word w ∈ Σ∗2 with Σ2 = {a, b} such that w = ubav 6= L(w) = avub587

and there exists at least one factor ab in u and/or v. Then applying a Type 2 transformation to w588

using the occurrence of ba on position |u| + 1 and any distinct occurrence of ab in w results in an589

amiable word with the right Lyndon suffix starting in a position different than |u|+ 2.590

This is clearly shown by examining w before and after the Type 2 transformation is applied.591

After applying the Type 2 transformation we have w′ = u′abv′. There is now a b in the |u| +592

2th position of w′, and since we know that there exist at least two a’s in w from the Type 2593

transformation, it is not possible for the Lyndon conjugate to begin with a b.594

The following tools are used in the proof of the final result. We start with a lemma that tells595

us that if the Parikh vectors of the right Lyndon suffixes of two amiable words are different, then596

the lengths of these factors must also be unequal.597

Lemma 43. Consider the words w = w1w2 = xabybaz and v = v1v2 = xbayabz with w, v ∈ Σ∗2598

and a, b ∈ Σ, such that w1, w2, v1, v2 6= ε and w2w1 = L(w) 6= L(v) = v2v1. If φ(w2) 6= φ(v2), then599

|w2| 6= |v2|.600

Proof. If φ(w2) 6= φ(v2), then either |w2| 6= |v2|, or |w2| = |v2| with w2 and v2 containing a different601

number of a’s and b’s. Next we consider the latter case where φ(w2) 6= φ(v2) and |w2| = |v2|.602

We know from the statement that only one Type 2 transformation needs to be applied to get603

from w = xabybaz to v = xbayabz. Clearly if w2 and v2 start anywhere in x, y or z, we do not604

meet these conditions (their number of a’s is equal). The same is true if w2 and v2 begin with the605

first letter of either of the pairs of letters that were changed in the transformation. Hence the only606

remaining cases are w2 = bybaz and v2 = ayabz, or w2 = az and v2 = bz.607

However, since w2 and v2 represent the start of the Lyndon conjugates of w and v, respectively,608

none can start with a b when the word contains a’s. Hence neither of these cases is possible, and609

we conclude our proof.610

Furthermore, if two amiable binary words are not the Lyndon representatives of their conjugacy611

classes, then their corresponding right Lyndon suffixes start at different positions.612
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Proposition 44. Consider a binary word w ∈ Σ∗2 with w = w1w2 and L(w) = w2w1 6= w.613

If |A(w,Ψ)| ≥ 2, then there exists a word u = u1u2 ∈ A(w,Ψ) with L(u) = u2u1, such that614

|u2| 6= |w2|.615

Proof. We prove this by contradiction. We assume that the right Lyndon suffix of every word616

associated to Ψ(w) begins in the same position ` within the respective words, and show that by617

using the letter in position ` we can apply a Type 2 transformation to one of these words as to618

obtain another amiable word whose right Lyndon suffix begins in a different position.619

Let w = xabybaz and v = xbayabz, where x, y, z ∈ Σ∗2 and a, b ∈ Σ2. We know that v must620

exist since we assume that w is not unambiguous, and also know that Type 2 transformations fully621

characterise amiable binary words (see Remark 12). Recall that the starting position in w and v of622

their respective Lyndon conjugates L(w) and L(v) is `.623

First consider the case where ` ≤ |x|. Since w 6= L(w), we conclude that there must be at least624

one b right before the `th position. Using the first a in L(w) and the b that immediately precedes625

it, together with the ab that follows x, we apply Remark 42 and hence find a word that is amiable626

with w and whose right Lyndon suffix starts in a different position.627

Now we move on to consider if |x| + 3 ≤ ` ≤ |x| + 2 + |y|. We use the a at the `th position628

and the b that immediately precedes it to form our ba. Observe that this b exists and in fact629

` > |x| + 3 since otherwise the start of the right Lyndon suffix in v is at position |x| + 2, which is630

a contradiction. We can now use the ab following x in w, together with the ba in position `− 1 in631

a Type 2 transformation. By applying Remark 42 we conclude that the right Lyndon suffix of the632

new word begins in a different position to `, again.633

Next we consider when |x| + |y| + 5 ≤ ` ≤ |x| + |y| + 4 + |z|. We know that there must be at634

least one b in z before the `th position, since only a string of a’s before ` implies that L(w) begins635

at the |x|+ |y|+ 4 position, which is outside of z. Hence we use Remark 42 to transform w into a636

word that is amiable with the original whose right Lyndon suffix cannot begin in the `th position.637

Finally, we consider if L(w) begins at either the |x|+ 1 position or the |w| − |z| − 1 position

xabybaz → xbayabz.

Clearly v has b’s in the two positions where L(w) could have began, so we do not have a right638

Lyndon suffix beginning at either of these positions. This concludes our proof.639
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In line with the above result we also have the following consequence. Note that according640

to Proposition 33, if all words in A(w,Ψ) belong to C(w), then Ψ(w) is not L-distinguishable.641

Therefore, the main feature of the following result is that for all words both them and their (distinct)642

respective Lyndon representatives are present in A(w,Ψ).643

Proposition 45. Consider a binary word w ∈ Σ∗2 with L(w) 6= w. If for every v ∈ A(w,Ψ) we644

have L(v) ∈ A(w,Ψ), then Ψ(w) is L-distinguishable.645

Proof. Let us take w to be the largest lexicographical word in A(w,Ψ) with |w|ba = m, while |w|a =646

p and |w|b = s. In this case we have that w ∈ {bp−1ap−1babs−p, bp−1apbs−p+1, ap−mbambs−1},647

depending on the relation between p and m, where s ≥ m. Since in A(w,Ψ) there exists at least a648

word which is not the Lyndon representative of its class, we are guaranteed that such a w exists.649

If w = bp−1ap−1babs−p, then L(w) = ap−1babs. However, in this case we have that |L(w)|ba = 1650

and since p ≤ m (this is the current situation we consider as to obtain w), any conjugate of a651

word amiable to w has at least two occurrences of ba. Therefore we reach a contradiction. If652

w = bp−1apbs−p+1, then L(w) = apbs, which is in contradiction with the fact that our Parikh653

matrix is ambiguous (since such words are uniquely described).654

Finally, let us consider the case when w = ap−mbambs−1, where p ≥ m. We observe that the655

only possible Lyndon conjugate of this word is L(w) = ambs−1ap−mb. This is because we assume656

that both w and L(w) are part of A(w,Ψ) and they are distinct. However, for L(w) to be a Lyndon657

representative it must be that 2m ≥ p, with s − 1 > 1 in the case of equality. Furthermore, by658

inspecting the number of ba subwords we have m = sp −ms − p + m. Thus s(p −m) = p ≤ 2m,659

and since s ≥ m, it also follows that p−m ≤ 2.660

If p = m, then we have a contradiction as our matrix is unambiguous.661

If p = m + 1, then s ∈ {m, 2m}. Thus we get that w = abambm−1 and L(w) = ambm−1ab, for662

s = m, or, when s = 2m, we have w = abamb2m−1 and L(w) = amb2m−1ab. Since both w and663

L(w) are in A(w,Ψ), they must have the same number m of ba subwords. Hence for the former664

we get that m − 1 = m, which is a contradiction, while for the latter we get that m = 2m − 1.665

Therefore, in this case it must be that m = 1 and we reach a contradiction with the fact that666

abab = w 6= L(w) = abab, according to our statement.667

If p = m+ 2, then s = 2m. In this case we have w = a2bamb2m−1 and L(w) = amb2m−1a2b. By668

inspecting again the number of ba’s we have that m = 4m − 2. Thus, m = 2
3 which is impossible669
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since m is an integer.670

Furthermore, we remark that there exist words whose corresponding Parikh matrix is not L-671

distinguishable, despite the fact that they are neither amiable with only Lyndon conjugates, nor672

are they amiable with only words in their respective conjugacy classes.673

Example 46. Consider the words w1 = bbabbaaa and w2 = bbbaabaa which are only amiable to each674

other. Furthermore L(w1) = aaabbabb and L(w2) = aabaabbb, and therefore ΨL(w1) = ΨL(w2).675

Hence w1 and w2 are not L-distinct and their Parikh matrix is not L-distinguishable.676

Next we show that, almost, every conjugate of a word associated to a Parikh matrix describing677

only Lyndon representatives (except for the ones in the above example) is amiable to a word whose678

Lyndon conjugate has a different Parikh matrix describing it.679

Lemma 47. Consider the binary word w ∈ Σ∗2 with wi = L(wi), for all wi ∈ A(w,Ψ). If u ∈ C(w)680

and u /∈ {bbabbaaa, bbbaabaa}, then there exists v ∈ A(u,Ψ) such that L(v) /∈ A(w,Ψ).681

Proof. Let |A(w,Ψ)| = k. We start our proof by noting that since all of the words in A(w,Ψ) are682

the Lyndon representatives of their conjugacy class we have A(w,Ψ) = A(w,Ψ,ΨL) = A(w,ΨL).683

Thus, in other words, we have to show that if u ∈ C(w) and u /∈ {bbabbaaa, bbbaabaa}, then there684

exists v ∈ A(u,Ψ) such that L(v) /∈ A(w,Ψ).685

From Proposition 40, we know that there exists some positive integer n such that all our words686

are of the form wm = arvmb
s, where 1 ≤ m ≤ k and for n = |vm|ba we have that |vm|a = 2n and687

|vm|b = n+ 1. Since all words of this form are binary and amiable, Remark 29 tells us that in order688

to have conjugates of these words that share a Parikh matrix, the suffixes of w1, w2, . . . , wk that we689

shift, such that we obtain the aforementioned conjugates, either all have the same Parikh vector, or690

the number of occurrences of a’s and b’s in each of them leads to a well-order among these suffixes.691

Note that if two words have the same Parikh vector, they must also have the same length, while692

the latter condition imposes a difference of at least 2 in the lengths.693

Just as in the proof of Proposition 40, we can look at the words that are Lyndon representatives,694

and share a Parikh matrix, in lexicographical order. By considering the smallest of them, we note695

that this has to have the form a`bmabp, where `, p > 0 and m > 1 since otherwise we can apply a696

Type 2 transformation as to get a smaller one which is amiable with the current or we only have one697

element corresponding the the respective Parikh matrix. In the same way, considering the largest,698

this has to have the form a`−m+1bambp+m−1, where ` > 2m− 1.699
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Let us first consider the case when m = 2. Thus we consider a`b2abp and a`−1ba2bp+1, and700

observe that these words are only amiable to each other. Furthermore, when ` = 3 and p = 2 we701

have our exceptions {bbabbaaa, bbbaabaa}. For any other values, all conjugates of the corresponding702

words are part of a set of amiable words of size at least 3, which can be checked by looking at all703

possible rotations. For example, babpa`b is also amiable with abp+1a`−1ba and babp−1aba`−2ba, while704

a`−sb2abpas is also amiable with a`−s−1bababp−1abas−1 and a`−s−1ba2bp+1as. Thus we conclude705

in this case that each possible conjugate is amiable with a word whose Lyndon conjugate is not706

corresponding to our Parikh matrix.707

For the cases where m > 2, we have a`bmabp and a`−m+1bambp+m−1 for the minimal and708

maximal lexicographical elements in A(w,Ψ), with each containing `(m+ p) + p occurrences of ab.709

Now, consider all of the possible conjugates of elements in A(w,Ψ) obtained by a shift of no more710

than `−m+1 (up to `) symbols a to the end. Then it must be the case that we can apply a Type 2711

transformation to the obtained words by using the last occurrences of ab and of ba in the word as712

to generate a word that it is amiable to ours. However, observe that this word is not the conjugate713

of any Lyndon representative from A(w,Ψ), since shifting now the last block of a’s in it back to the714

beginning would render the Lyndon conjugate of this word which has as many as `(m+ p) + p+ 1715

occurrences of ba.716

If on the other hand the shift is of at most p (up to p+m−1) symbols b from the back to the front,717

we can consider the first occurrences of ba and ab in the word to apply a Type 2 transformation718

and follow the exact previously described strategy as to reach a contradiction.719

In the rest of the cases, when a factor ab is shifted from the beginning to the end, we can720

consider this factor in the respective conjugate together with the first occurrence of ba preceding721

it (such an occurrence exists, in the worst case right at the end of the last block of b’s in the722

Lyndon representative). After we apply a Type 2 transformation to this word we get, according to723

Remark 42, a new word that is amiable to ours but whose right Lyndon suffix begins in a different724

position and is therefore L-distinct. Since also the starting position of the right Lyndon suffix differs725

by exactly 1, it is also the case that this new word cannot be obtained from a word in A(w,Ψ) as726

the number of a’s and b’s that would presumably be shifted is not strictly increasing, or decreasing,727

as compared to how our conjugate was obtained.728

This concludes our proof.729
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We end this section by giving our main result that characterises all binary words whose Parikh730

matrix is not L-distinguishable.731

Theorem 48. For the binary alphabet, a Parikh matrix is not L-distinguishable if and only if there732

exists a word w ∈ Σ∗2 associated with that matrix such that w meets at least one of the following733

criteria:734

• w ∈ {aabb, ababbb, aababb, aabbab, aaabab, bbabbaaa, bbbaabaa}735

• w = a∗vb∗ and for n = |v|ba we have that |v|a = 2n and |v|b = n+ 1736

Proof. The ‘if’ direction was proven earlier in the paper when Propositions 33, 37, 38, 40 and737

Example 46, describing these situations, were introduced. Therefore we move on to consider the738

‘only if’ direction.739

Let us now consider an ambiguous Parikh matrix (there are at least two words describing it). If740

the matrix is not L-distinguishable it must be that the Lyndon representatives of all of the words741

associated to the Parikh matrix share in their turn a Parikh matrix as well. Namely, a Parikh742

matrix is not L-distinguishable if all of the words it describes are either:743

1. members of the same conjugacy class, from Proposition 33,744

2. Lyndon representatives, from Proposition 38,745

3. conjugates of Lyndon representatives that share a Parikh matrix.746

We know from Proposition 37 that the only words that are amiable with only other members747

of their own conjugacy class are those in the set {aabb, ababbb, aababb, aabbab, aaabab}.748

The case when the Parikh matrix is in fact one corresponding to only Lyndon representatives749

is precisely the one discussed in Propositions 38 and 40 and covered by our statement.750

If, on the other hand, there exist two amiable words v and w, such that v = L(v) while w 6= L(w),751

then according to Proposition 45 the matrix that they describe is L-distinguishable.752

Finally, let us assume that our Parikh matrix contains no Lyndon representatives but at least753

two words from different conjugacy classes. We have that either there exists an L-Parikh matrix754

corresponding uniquely to our words, or there exist other further words associated to the L-Parikh755

matrix. For the former case, following Lemma 47, except for bbabbaaa and bbbaabaa there exist no756

words that are both amiable and whose Lyndon representatives uniquely describe the same Parikh757

matrix.758
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For the latter case we can again consider the existence of a smallest lexicographical word v =759

ap−1bmabs−m and of a largest one w ∈ {ap−mbambs−1, bp−1ap−1babs−p, bp−1apbs−p+1}, depending760

on the relation between p and m. These must exist and according to our hypothesis they are not761

the Lyndon representatives of their respective classes. We easily deduce that in this case p = 2,762

m ≤ s ≤ 2m, and analysing all possible combinations of v and w get contradictions in all cases.763

Namely, we get that either v = abab or aba, which are not possible descriptions of such words.764

Hence the criteria outlined in the two points in our statement are the only criteria that result765

in a Parikh matrix not being L-distinguishable.766

5. Conclusion and Future Work767

In this paper, we have shown that, when used in addition to Parikh matrices, P-Parikh and768

L-Parikh matrices reduce the ambiguity of a word in most cases. From Corollary 19, we learn769

that P-Parikh matrices, despite not being able to reduce the ambiguity of a Parikh matrix that770

describes words in a binary alphabet, shine when it comes to reducing the ambiguity of words771

in larger alphabets (Proposition 17). On the other hand, we find that L-Parikh matrices reduce772

the ambiguity of most binary words, with the few exceptions from Theorem 48, which have all773

been shown to be rare occurrences within the case of the binary alphabet. Thus, using both tools774

together leads to a reduction in ambiguity in most cases.775

Before looking into potential future work, let us consider the following examples.776

Example 49. Consider the word w = a4bab16a3ba3b with |w|a = 11, |w|b = 19, and |w|ab = 103.777

It is easy to see that w = L(w). Since |w|ba = 106, we note that the number of occurrences of ab778

is not necessarily larger than that of the occurrences of ba. Furthermore, shifting the factor a3b to779

the beginning of w gives us a word which has 149 occurrences of ab. /780

The above example shows that the Lyndon representative of a conjugacy class does not nec-781

essarily contain the highest number of ab subwords in the class, nor is its number of ab subwords782

higher than the number of occurrences of ba.783

Example 50. Consider the word v = a6b4ab3. This word is the Lyndon representative of its784

conjugacy class, and apart from w = a3ba4b6 the rest of the words associated to Ψ(v) are from785

S1 = {a6b4ab3, a5bab2ab4, a5b2a2b5, a4ba2bab5}.
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As one can see, except for w, all the words amiable to v are in fact the Lyndon representatives of786

their conjugacy classes.787

Let us also define the set of words that is obtained by removing the final two b’s from the end of788

each word in S1.789

S2 = {a6b4ab, a5bab2ab2, a5b2a2b3, a4ba2bab3}.

Now, let us consider the Lyndon conjugate L(w) = a4b6a3b. This word is in fact amiable to a790

multitude of words (more than the ones in S1). However, what is to observe is that among the791

words amiable to L(w) there are also all of the words v2v1, where v2 = bb, while v1 can be replaced792

with each of the elements in the set S2. /793

The above examples show that a situation where there exist words u and w such that u is794

amiable to L(w), while w is amiable to L(u), is possible. Furthermore, they also strengthen our795

definition of L-distinguishability for Parikh matrixes. That is because, by looking at Proposition 45,796

if we were to have for L-distinguishability only a reduction in the number of described words, for797

one of the conjugates, then we would have encountered further issues. Nevertheless, we think that798

this research direction deserves further consideration.799

Going forward, we wish to characterise words that are described uniquely by both types of800

matrices, respectively, as well as quantifying the ambiguity reduction permitted by both notions.801

Theorem 48 tells us that there are very few binary words whose Parikh matrix ambiguity cannot be802

reduced by L-Parikh matrices. Future research on L-Parikh matrices could also include an analysis803

similar to the one done in Proposition 17.804

Finally we present a conjecture on the types of words that might be described by a Parikh805

matrix that is P-distinguishable. We know that the presence of a certain type of factor, described806

in Proposition 16, in a word means that its Parikh matrix is P-distinguishable. This conjecture807

implies that the presence of this factor is the only way that the ambiguity of a word could be808

reduced by P-Parikh matrices.809

Conjecture 51. For any word w ∈ Σ∗n, if Ψ(w) is P-distinguishable, then there exists a word810

amiable with w which contains a factor aiaj, where |i− j| > 1.811
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